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|£nglandToWinWar"
European Students
B.R.

CUMMINGS '44
Mervin lived in Berlin until 1930,
shman class boasts among its when he moved to Paris. There he
P'^Mro European born boys, went to a privale school at the con*<*
rmU,aCzech,andMer-.
tusion of which he entered the lycee.
J**! bik a Frenchman. Both were where he was a tupil for 6 years. He
^Germany, in Breslau ana Ber- -.raveled extensively through the conr ctively- George came to this tinent, visiting Belgium, Holland, Dent^y months ago on the S.S. mark, Italy, Spain, and Polar-*. He
t^'. ., and Mervin left Le Havre ms.de quite a few uipa to England. In
V8"1* ' de France" only an hour Paris he went in for many sports,
,tM
lf gfter war was officially de- among tbem bicycling and tennis. Durr1
Sept- 3, 1939. They both at- ing his Christmas vacations he went
' ed'°iool in New York before to Switzerland to ski.
aded
Bates. They like it very
Towards the end of last year his faI
4 especially admire the eduther had to come to America on busiI^Jsj-stem here. "It is far more
ness and decided to bring his family
081
'—and hope to remain nere
in view of the trouble brewing In Eul^c'a forevw.
rope.
bf* spent only a little while in
Ge rP
■ ° moving almost immediately American Schools Ars
V*5lJl1, to Czechoslovakia, where he Easier, More Informal
[ , even ..«rj
Both boys feel that the schools here
years. before entering
S
Vienna where he spent five in America are far ahead of those in
■gchool in
ie took another five years of Europe. They like the easier, more inJtJrS
'.. . at the Montana School in formal way in which the schools here
high in the Alps There are conducted and feel that the work
'indulged in skiing, the favorite Al- here is easier, although they learn
[ more. They say that the pupils are so
pite sportoverworked in Europe, that they canL** Saw Hitler
not possibly hold on to all the things
ilembik lour* Europe
they have supposedly learned. The
the
occupation
of
Austria
Soon after
1 in 1938, he took a trip courses are uninteresting to the mab. tie Naz *
'^Vienna, where, while looking out of jority, there is very little social life,
[ .indow. he saw Hitler riding and that physical education is almost
.^ugh the streets of Vienna in his totally neglected.
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Stu-C Assembly To Meet Tomorrow
Mrs. Childs To
Registration For Draft
To Be Assisted
By Miss Howes;
100 To Register

Men's Registration
Sets New Record

Actors Turn Venders
I Selling Season Tickets
The ticKet-selling campaign far
the Robinson Plr.yers' season opened Monday night. Season tickets
will be fi.50; tickets for the individual performances, 60 cents.
Season ticket holders will be able
to reserve seat ■ t'vo weeks before
tacli p'.ay. Approximately three
days laUi. '.:^ets for ehe gcui"a!
puclic "-vill gc on sale.
Ti?kets may be obtained trorr
;ny member fo lleaiws or RoVi.son Players.

Cast Starts Work
On Robinson Play
Joanne Lowther '41 and Michael
i'ouloumtzis '44 have been selected for
the leading roles of Ludmiiia and
vasya in the first Robinson Players
production, "Squaring the Circle", according to an announcement last
r ;-,nt by Miss Lavinia SicLaeiler, dramatics coach. Sharing top billing are
Dorothy Matbews '42 as Tonya and
John T'erney 42 oS Abram.
Jack Senior '42 will play Rabinoqvitch; John Marsh '43, Emilian; and
eieorge Kirwin '42, Novikov.

Mrs. Mildred L. Childs, secretary to
the President, recently announced her
appointment as chief draft registrar
of the college, with full power to regis- |
ter, next Wednesday, about 100 students who fall under the provisions of
the Conscription Act. Mrs. Childs has
vVith freshman registration cornpltt'Squaring the Circle' is a farce
appointed Miss Doris Howes, secre- ed, the STUDENT herewith gives each
comedy by Kataeo which pokes fun at
tary to the Director of Public Rela- member of the dm of 1944 the opportne present Russian regime. The piot,
tions, to assist her in the work. Mrs. tunity to see his o: her name in print.
Which is rather intricate and highly
Childs stated last night that registra- Final statistics show the largest numtion would probably start in Roger ber of men ever to «nter any class at
A total of 137 students, 74 men and amusing, revolves about two "eoiuiimWilliams Hall at 7:00 a. m. and con- Bates—142, whi'c 80 women have en- 63 women, were named in the honors eu bachelors' who, unbeknown to each
They both feel that England will tinue until all students between the roiled. The totals are both considerably
jar m the early part of this year he
list for the second semester last year oiner, marry on the very same day.
reteived his visa to come to America, win out in the end. that the downfall ages of 21 and 35 have been registered. largei than those or last year—131 men as read in chapel this morning by under the present icussian regime the
room which formerly housea only two
Wd after spending a month in Italy, of France was due to too much faith
A partial list of the questions to be and 70 women.
President Gray. Of these, eight men
ailed on the S.S. "Vulcania" for New in the Maginot line. Other than that, asked registrants has been released
Massachusetts
again
lends
in and six women receivea special men- men, must be used by botn couples. To
they express no opirions.
by
the
City
Clerk
of
Lewiston,
and
inttate representation with 94 students, tion for having obtained straight "A's" establish some measure of privacy, a
York.
curtain is hung in the middle of the
cludes: name, address, the telephone /vuune is second with 73, and then last semester.
number which will be most apt to comes a big drop to the 18 from ConThe class of 1941 led the list with room, und presto—two apartments.
reach the registrant quickly, age, place necticut. New York sends 15 sons and with a total of 43 students, 22 men and
The inevitable complications arise
and date of birth, the name and ad- daughters to Bates, New Hampshire, 21 women, making the honors list. The —when it is realizea that the more
dress of a person who will always ll, Rhode Island, 8, New Jersey, 7, 1940 graduating class came next with studious and serious-minded of the
know the whereabouts of the regis- Pennsy.vania, 5, and the Buckeye 23 men and 13 women included in the two young men has married the more
trant, and that persons relationship State, Ohio, is represented by one per- list. The class of 1942 had 16 men and frivolous ot the two gins, soon the
se n.
17 women named while the class of studious boy is envying the Communisand Tennessee.While at Daytona Beach to the registrant.
By A. A. FONTAINE '43
Mrs. Childs said that present plans
1943
trailed with a total of 25 names, tic simplicity of the aujoimng apartThe
complete
list
follows:
I
met
some
Bates
alumni.
One
fellow
"If there's one thing that I would
call for notification to students to apment, and the frivolous boy is attractPreston S. Abbott, Peabody, Mass.; lo men and 12 women.
llise to impress upon the young people wss a pu. .!ty moll for aa electric compear
in
groups
rather
than
at
any
The
class
of
1940
outdistanced
the
ed by the cushions and fancy decoraMervin
Alembik,
New
*ork
City;
Ray(here at Bates, it is the value of travel pany. There were quite a lew Maine
time, so that registration desks will mond A Auringcr, New Bedford, rest of the field when it came to 4.000 tions of the kittenish girl beyond the
fellows
in
Florida,
going
to
college
I IO help America brtak up the old secnot be jammed at certain times of day. Mass.; Betty J. Bamlorth. New Bri- quality point raito. Six men and a lone curtain. And the plot thickens.
Itional reelings that it is so important rhtre. Farther north in Tennessee I
tain, Conn.; Harry C. Barba, Bristol, woman in the class of 1940 earned this
taiked
to
people
about
the
T.
v.
A.
The play is to be directed by Ro[to overcome in tirres like these." So
Conn.; Virginia Barnes, Stoneham, rank. In the present senior class, two wena Fairch.ld '*i., assisted by Eliza[speaks Doctor novey, back from his projects. Everyone seemed quite enMass.; Guy R. Bartlett, Sabattus; Ste- men and one woman won this honor, beth Swann '41. Production begins imlfir.it sabbatical since he came to our thusiasts. Almost everywhere l went
phen J. Bartlett Lewiston; Milton R. while two women represented each of mediately.
I
found
people
quite
friendly
ana
i
de|ci-mpus in 1926.
Herman, riolyoke. Mass.. Robert F. the other two classes.
A prominent member of the history cided that the Southern psychology is
Those having 4.000 last semester
Beverly, Sheffield, Mass.; Peter Biacknot
understood
by
Northerners.
land government department, well
By vote or the executive board of man, Brookline, Mass.; Barbara C. are: Frank M. Coffin, Bernice L.. Lord,
I known to many in three upper class- Sees Filming
the Outing Club, the members of the
Alfred W. Morse, Ira K. Nahikian,
(Continued on page four)
ko,\s Doctor Hovey. Late in last March Of Moving Picture
class of 1944 will be given their introDexter B. Pattison, Thomas Puglise,
As it happened the government was
' professor and his wife left by auto
duction to mountain climbing in the
and Edward Quinn Jr., class of 1940;
a tour of our southern states. As the ony agency whose hospitality was form of a special freshman climb of
Edward F. Booth, Edward J. Raftery,
doubtful
and
this
was
because
ot
the
The administration, the faculty, the
I Dr. Hovey puts it, "I went south to get
Mt. Tumbledown next Sunday. On the
' and Betty-May Scranton, class of 1941;
Women's Student Government, and the
more acquainted. Of course rest was national defense program. Says Dr. same day, the upperclassmen will jourVirginia A. Day and Dorothy M. MaMen's Student Council provide memIan object also. 1 wanted to see some Hovey: "I visited the naval air statio I ney to Mt. Chororua.
thews, class of 1942; and Dorothy P.
bers for the new Student-Administraol the historical sights and did man- at Pensacola but was unable to get to
A special meeting of the Bates Fly- Maulsby and Valerie C. Saiving, class
The Outing Club wants to call speiton Conference Committee, it was anage to iook at a good number of any navy yards in the last weeks of
cial attention to a new system of sign- ing Club tomorrow at 7:30 p. m., has of 1943.
the trip. Coming through Virginia I
nounced Monday by Mr. Harry W.
them."
The complete list of those making
ing up for the two climbs. Lists will been called by the president, Joseph
Row*, assistant to the president, and
saw a little of the filming ot "The
Mats Maine
be posted on Thursday morning In Millerick '41, at which all men who the necessary 3.2 quality point ratio
chairman of the new committee.
nowards of Virginia'. Unfortunately
[ People In South
Chase Hall and Rand Hall. Men and signified their intention of joining the to qualify for the honors list follows:
l)i. Hovey continues: "I visited the it was impossible to get very ciose to
The committee, which was designed
flipht
training
course
either
last
fall,
Class
of
1940:
Douglas
E.
Bragdon,
women may sign up any time ThursI remains of old Spanish civilization in the sets. The home of Thomas Jerterday morning—and the order of sign- last spring, or this fall are urged to be Samuel D. Burston, Leonard G. and organized last spring, and which
I Florida and near the Gulf of Mexico, son at Monticello was a beautiful ing will not determine the selections present. Also regular members are Clough, Frank M. Coffin, Wilbur C. has been quietly functioning in an exIsasr -N'ew Orleans with its famou. place, almost as interesting as tne paConnon, Eleanor H. Cook, Mary A. perimental manner since then, was defor the trip. Instead, a drawing will asked to attend.
I French section, traveled in Louisiana per mill I visited farther south."
be held in Chase Hall promptly at 1:00
Fourteen men, who intend to take Gozonsky, Charles Graichen, Ruth B. | signed to promote a spirit of "patience
o'clock Thursday for the men, and for part in the second flight training pro- Gray, Martha Greenlaw, Genevieve G. j and confidence" between students and
women at 5:00 o'clock in Rand Hall. gram at Bates met in the faculty room Hawkins, Malcolm P. Holmes, Robert | administration of the college according
From the complete list of each who in Roger Williams Hall last Thursday i. Hulsizer, Edith J. Krugelis. Mark : to Mr. Rowe. He added that it will inwill have signed up, names will be se- at 7:30 p. m., to hear Edward M. Pow- i^elyveld, Fannie Longfellow, Bernice j cegrate the many problems and ideas
lected by lot until the quota is ell, administration director, tell them L. Lord. Donald F. Maggs, Elizabeth which arise in college life, talk them
reached.
of further particulars that must be McGregor, Alfred W. Morse, Ernest R. over, and make a sincere attempt to
study prepares us sufficiently for gradBy GLADYS BICKMORE '42
Those who signed up must be pres- carried out before the training could Mower, Ira K. Nahikian, Dexter B. solve the problems in the best interPattison, Francena L. Pearson, Donald ests of all. "Students will be able to
Many of us think, sometimes reliev- uate work. While in the smaller col- ent at the drawing (or they may send actually get under way.
S. Pomeroy, Thomas Puglise, Edward cooperate more than formerly in the
"flfc when our high school or college lege we are more or less coddled, our a substitute), and they must pay their
Henry Dingley, president of the
actual administration problems of the
(Continued on page four)
toys are over, that we are through schedules are maae out for us with fifty cents at that time.
Lrwiston-Auburn Air Transport Comcollege, and the faculty and adminis*''th formal education. There is an- great care and deliberation in such a
Both climbs—for upperclassmen and pany, announces Frank Damn? will
tration will be able to know the needs
e'-her group which is made up of those way that our exums do not conflict to freshmen—will be^pen to the women. conduct the ground school course with
of
the students better," he concluded.
a
great
extent;
our
meals
are
served
Persons who continue study in line
Coeducation rules will be off. The the assistance of Merritt Roakes. Mr.
•ith their particular profession be- on time and much of our other detail- buses, each holding about 30 persons, Darling will teach meterology and
Representing the Women's Student
au* they wish to broaden their ed thinking is done for us."
Government of the committee are
will leave from in front of Rand Hall navigation while Mr. Roakes will inBeing a staunch defender of the
Gale Rice '41, Ruth E. Ober '41 and
knowledge, and because of the sheer
struct only one course, aircraft operat 8 o'clock Sunday morning.
The Stanton Ride, annual frolic for Jean H. Keneston '42. The Student
"Wyment they receive in knowing smaller colleges and universities, I was
Last Sunday's first climb of the ation.
Bates freshmen, will take place next Council appointed John Haskell '41,
°*« they are better qualified to con- curious to know what were her argu- year was featured by 92 coeds and eds
So far. the following applicants have
Saturday, with Jean Ryder 41 and Harry A. Gorman '41 and John A.
ments for and against the question. clambering up Saddleback for the bentiaue
their teaching.
passed in their required form papers:
Thomas riowarth '42 in charge of ar- James '42. The administration is rep"There
is
a
great
difference
between
*' is with this purpose in mind that
efit of Mr. Eliot Elisofon, photog- Raphael Boyle 41, John Prokop '41,
rangements. The attair, scheduled to resented by Mr. Harry W. Rowe, Dean
p
'ofessor Walmsley of the Physical the large and small university,' she rapher for Life Magazine, and his as- Richard Thompson '41, Paul Murphy
start at noon, includes mid-day re- Hazel M. Clark, and Mr. Norman E.
^cation Department took courses at went on to say. "It is a grand experi- sistant, Joe Reshowen, who snapped 42, Howard Baker '43, Richard Baldfreshments and an afternoon of activ- Ross; and Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby and
ment
and
experience
to
be
on
one's
•* York University during her sabthe climbers from such strategic posi- win '43, Richard Fee '43, Arthur Fonity to acquaint the members of the Prof. Lena Walmsley will represent
wtical leave of absence last year, r^alf own in a place where, for days at a tions as the tops of trees.
taine '43, Thomas Hetherman '43, and
class with each other.
M ne
time,
no
familiar
face
is
seen,
and
no
the faculty.
r time was spent in studying and
Burton Knust '43.
The group will leave campus via
cheery
'hello'
is
heard.
The
large
col"Irving the latest trends in physical
trolley after the 11 o'clock class, arNation, while the other half was de- leges lack that personal touch which is
riving out beyond Lake Grove in time
vote
so
discernible
in
the
small
school.
I
d to the study of general college
for a picnic-style lunch. Following the
returned
to
Bates
with
a
feeling
of
be"Nation. When asked for a prefernoon meal, recreation in the form of a
tnce
ing
glad
to
be
back
where
I
could
see
of the two, her unbiased answer
The staff of the "Garnet" tor the
hike and games will be on the proa friendly face as I turned, almost evas
The traditional candlelight service
* ' "I think I enjoyed the study of
Prof. Brooks Quimby, director of de- gram, and a photographer will be on
coming collegiate year has been anery
corner.
The
contrast
was
great,
8«eral education fully as much as
bating, announces that Elizabeth hand for the taking of a class picture, tor the installation of the new cabinet
nounced
by
this
year's
editor,
Leslie
and for that reason I enjoyed it im1
members of the Bates Christian AssoPertaining to physical education."
Warren '41. The present associate edi- swann '41 and Priscilla Bowles 42 will sometime during the afternoon, Mr.
"Nies seem
mensely."
ciation is to be held this evening at
travel
to
Vermont
this
week
to
debate
Harry
W.
Rowe
will
explain
the
origin
tors are Barbara White '42, Lysander
Probably at this time the question
6:45
in the Chapel. In charge of the
^e Tasks
Middlebury
College
and
the
univerof the ride and the popularity of UnKemp Jr., '42, and John Prokop 41.
During the course of the interview, arises as ro whether "Professor" spent Those on the advisory bo*rd are Ralph s:ty of Vermont on Oct. 15 and 16. In cle Johnny' Stanton who originated it. service is the executive committee of
fofessor" (as she is known to all the all her time in study. This is certainly Tuller '42, Mary Curtis '42, Rich- each of these debates the Bates women Through his generosity. Proiessor the C.A., composed of Joanne Lowj?rls °n campus), stated that perhaps not the case. Her leisure was occupied ard Dearborn '42, Cynthia Foster '41, will uphold the affirmative of the prop- stanton establishes a funo. to that this ther '41, president, Orrin Snow '41.
e ta
'ng which most deeply impress- in attending the theatres, and visiting George Kolstad '43, Dorothy Maulsby osition "That the power of the Fed- trip would be an annual affair in the vice-president. Ruth Ulrich '42, secre■ her was the great difference be- museums, as weU as an occasional '43, Robert Marten '43, and Valerie eral Government should be increased." final orientation of the class as a unP. tary, and Irving Mabee '41, treasurer.
tween undergraduate st^dy and grad- walk up Fifth Avenue to view the
To all transfer students and faculty Joanne Lowther will be the speaker.
The attention of freshmen and upuate *ork. "in graduate work," she window displays. "'Sxceedingly lovely" Saivings '43.
In previous yei»rs this affair has
Business will be handled by Richard perclassmen not previously members members also at Bates for the first
said °ne ia so definitely on his own. is her description of the florists' disbeen quite popular with the students
year
the
committee
extends
a
cordial
No one cares if you have four or five plays at Easter time. "New York is a Hoag '41, while Allan Sawyer 41 will of either squad is called to the tryouts
of Bate3. It consists of a brief service,
tomorrow afternoon at 4:00 and at Invitation to) join the frsehmen In
be in charge of art
lasting only thirty minutes. All stu'°SSes in one day, or three or four city of contrasts," says Miss Walmsley.
All contributions of poetry, short 7:00 for both varsity and freshman their get-together. With co-chairmen
nal
dents, freshmen in particular, are enexams, one after the other. It ia "One experiences an overwhelming
Tom
Howarth
'42
and
Jean
Ryder
'41,
stories, and various articles will be squads. Candidates are asked to give a
couraged to attend to keep this, anturned that you have a real Interest feeling of envy when he observes the
welcomed by the editor. Members of three-minute argumentative speech on the committee consists of Dexter other one of Rites traditions. Organ
stl
"iy, and are not bothered if you beauties of the stores and the seeming
Greene
'42,
Horace
Wood
'43,
June
Atall the four classes are urged to con- any controversial topic. Freshmen will
'e forced to miss luncheon or dinner. wealth of the people, but this feeling
kins '43. Helen Ulrich '43, Elizabeth music will be supplied by Paul Wright
tribute.
The "Garnet" will bo issued be trying out for both squads by dee
° Question In my mind, however, is is counteracted with one of good forStafford '43, and Robert Archibald "43. '41.
livering the one speech.
befor* the Christmas vatatlon.
ether
or not our undergraduate
(Contlnud an pas* &■?)
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PRICE: TEN CENTS

Enrollment Proves
Much Larger Than
Last Year's Total

-

Honors List Includes
74 Men, 63 Women

South No Longer Hostile
\Dr. Hovey Finds On Trip

0-C Changes System
Of Signing For Climbs

Announce Members Oi
Conference Coinmittee

Millerick Calls Extra
Meeting Of Flying Club

Prof. Walmsley Finds NYU
{Students Lack Friendliness

Freshmen Stanton Ride
Takes Place Saturday

Editor Warren Announces
Staff Jor 1940 "Garnet"

Swann And Bowles To
Debate At Niddlebnry

CA President Speaks
At Cabinet Installation

Haskell To Tell
Council's Plans
For Coming Yeax
The first monthly assembly of the
Student Council will take place tomorrow morning :n the Little Theatre at which time Student Council
President John Haskell will present
a list of suggestions and recommendations around which the council's
program will be centered for the coming year.
Since this will be the first assembly
of the Student Council with the student body, Pres. Haskell will review
suniii of the more important plans
which the council are giving thought
to at their weekly meetings. Also Haskeil will speak about a few new ideas
which have been presented by the facalty and students to the council for
their careful con-rderation.
Following this, Pres. Haskell will
present Walter Driscoll 42, who will
speak about the fall intramural sports
program and the way that the program functions.
The Student Council hopes that every
member of the student body will appreciate the opportunity to attend
these monthly assemblies and that the
s'udents will cooperate with the council in expressing their ideas on the
many campus ar.r1. school problems.

Harriers Lose First
Race To U o! N H 45-20
To start his first year in varsity
competition right, Bob McLauthlln
romped home at the head of a pack of
UNH harriers in the first meet of the
sen son, when yesterday afternoon in
a face full of rain, the Bobcat runners
fell before the invaders by a score of
45-20. McLauthlin, the only Bates
man to stand out — but definitely —
bro!-? the tape in 21:18, very good time
for the condition of the course and
iho weather.
The next Bates men to be heard
from were Nickerson, 9th, Corbett,
10th, and D-ury. 11th. Corbett looked
especially well ao^ it Is remembered
triat he ran last year until injury overtook him. He has improved much since
last season. Die finishing of Nickerson and Corbett in front of Drury is
ve:y muih !r their favor, as it is remembered that Drury is the lone veter>n from last season.
Coach Thompson plans to put the
squad to a stiff grinding practice
every day before the next meet, which
doesn't turn up until the sixteenth.
MacLauthlin will also assume tutoring
duties with h's team-mates.
Over a two-mile course, the freshman harriers defeated Wilton Academy
24-31 in the first meet of the season.
First man in was Smith of the year'.mgs who came in one minute short
of Mcliauthlin's record.
Summaries:
Varsity: Won by McLauthlin, B; 2nd,
Kirk, NH; 3rd, Jcnes, NH; 4th, Sanborn, NH; 5th, Lowry, NH; 6th, Kimball, NH; 7th, French. NH; 8th,
Sleeper, NH; 9t'i Nickerson, B; 10th,
Corbett, B; 11, Drury, B; 12th. Keough,
NH; 13th, Grimes. B. Winning time,
21:18.
Freshman: Won by Smith, F, 2nd.
Higgins, F; 3rd, Bridges, W; 4th. Winter, W; 5th, Coady. F; 6th, Roberts,
F; 7th, Hau, W; 8th, G. Melcher, W;
9th, S. Melcher. W; 10th, Crean, F.
winning time, 10:53.

Eighteen Survive
Heelers Try-Outs
Eighteen new members were added
to the Heelers, proving ground for the
Robinson Players Dramatic Group, at
the tryouts on Monday and Tuesday
ot last week.
Chosen from the unusually large
number of candidates were Malcolm
Daggett '42, James McMurry '42, Ann
Parsons '43, Nancy Gould '43, and Barbara Boothby, Esther Linder, Anne
Momna, Barbara Moulton, Sla Rlzoulis, Crete Woodard, Elizabeth Wright.
Mervin Alembik. Donald Day, Ahnon
Fish, William Lewis, Parker Perkins,
Franklin Smith, and Michael Touloumtzis, all of the freshman class.
The board of judges was made up of
Miss Lydia Frank, Montrose Moses
'41, Rowena Fairchild '41, and Betty
'Swsr.n 'O.
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The

Social Symphonies

/p..

By Lea\ |

Campus Camera

If two make for harmony, plenty of
the Bates coeds found symphonic delight over the week end—Ginny Wentworth with Dartmouth's Emery Rice;
(Pmmiti m *n)
Carolyn Dennison with "Jack" John(SttuUnt Offlcs TaL S7U-J)
(Th« Auburn Neva 1010)
son from Westbrook; Jane Hathaway
EDITOR
CW.8-8SW)
BBOOKS W. HAMILTON '41 with a tall and handsome from Lynn;
Barb Johnson and "Pudge" Ludwick
MANAGING EDITOB .. <Xel. W4)
EDWABD F. BOOTH '41 with men from Mount Hebron; "Bee"
Woodfall with "friends" from HarriAssistants: John Robinson '4J. Bath J. SUTens '«, Barbara Abbott '41.
son . . . And the coeds who were away
Alno Puranen "at, William Worthy '42. George Hammond '43, Marfor the week end—did they find nargaret Soper '48. Marion Thomas '«. J^e Jayne '42.
mony too? Bobbie Abbott in WakeNEWS EDITOB
(TeL «-S3»9)
RALPH F. TUIXEB 42 field, Dot Tuttle in Everett, Dody
Carey sailing off Portland?. ..FollowAssistanU: Foranaics, David Nichols '42.
ing the sign out books one sees many
Reporters. John Robinson'42. Frank Brown '41. Richard Dearborn W,
coeds didn't want to let the home fires
James Walsh '41. Dnrant Brown '42, David Kahn '42. Lysander Kemp
die out—Barb Morse, Fran Hubbard,
•42, William Worthy '42, Darid Nickeraon "42, Marcel Boucher '43.
Teddy
Wood, Fran Harlow, Frances
Weston Cate Jr. '43. Guy Campbell 43. Melvin Day '43, Gerard Jacques
Walker, Judyj Campbell, Virginia
'43, Mitchell Molnick '43.
Stockman, Dorothy Marston, and Betty
WOMEN'S EDITOB
(Tei 8207)
ANETTA BABBUS '41 Kinney who also attended the MCIReporters: Barbara Abbott '43, Aino Puranen '41. Francea Wallace '41.
Pittsneld football game .. . Even so,
Ruth Sanford '41, Jean Ryder '41, Marjorie Lindquist '41. Joanne Lowjudging by the throng that followed
tber '41, Edith Hunt '41, Catherine Winne '41, Ruth Stevens '42,
the Bates team to New Hampshire, our
Thera BushnelJ '42, Dorothy Frost '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Helen Marmen weren't too badly neglected, with
tin '42. Elizabeth Moore '42, Patricia Bradbury '42, Gladys Bickmore
Lib, Al, Annie, Mitty and others . . .
•42, Arlene Chadbourna '43, Margaret Soper "43, June Atkins '43.
Former Bates men and women seen on
Elia Santilli '43, Jeanne Granan 43, Elaine Younger '43.
and about campus this week included
Wen Bishop, Bud
SPORTS EDITOB
(TeL 8-4122)
JOHN DONOVAN '42 *;dna Butler
vaughn.
Robert
Thome,
and Haze and
Stall: Allan Rollins '40, Dwight DeWitt '41. David Nickerson '42, Zaven
Johnnie
Leard
.
.
.
Myra
Hoyt had
Turadian '42. Marcel Boucher '43, Myles Delano '43. Winston Greaton
Mabel
Davis
for
company
over the
•43, GeorgrHammond '43, Carl Monk '43, John Stahlberger 43.
week end . . . Ruth Synan entertained
Smith '48.
. .
BUSINESS MANAGER
(TeL 4198-W)
WABBEN DBUBY '41 her sister, Betty, and her folks . . .
George Kerwin gave a birthday party
ADVEBTISING 31ANAGEB .. (XeL 8-S399) CHANDLER D. BALDWIN '42 for Dot Lyman; Stevens House also
celebrated the 4th with her . . . Other
CIRCULATION MANAGEB .. (TeL 8-3399) FREDERICK C. WHITTEN '41
birthday celebrations included Dot
Departmental Assistants: *Howard Baker '43, Richard Becker '43, RobWalmsley's and Viv Sampson's . . •
ert Brendze '43, Richard Carroll 42, George ChaleUky '42, Hlldretb
Jerry Moulton gave a dinner party
Fisher '42, Wally Flint '43, Thomas Hayden "42, John Henneasy '43,
Saturday night to the lab rats of her
Joseph Howard '42. Ernest Johnson '42, Richard Baldwin '43.
histology class . . . Vonnie Chase is
said to have received the telegram:
"One week to go on", signed "Guess
ft;L AOVLRilSINO
■IP"tiCHTeO FOR
Who" . . . Elaine Bush visited relaNational Advertising Service, Inc. tives in Skowhegan this weekend . . . Many at Bates feel that the class of
Published weekly daring the college
1940 was an exceptional one—that
College Publishers K, present a In t
year by the Students of Bates College
420 MAOISON AVB.
NKW YORK. N. Y. Wilson freshmen had a party Saturday when tnis group 01 seniors left Bates
■MTOI • IM UUUI • tUI FIMCI1CO night . . . as did 13 third-floor-back
campus last June their absence wis
Chencyites . . . Meanwhile Hacker to be felt in many parts of our colHouse "entertained memories" . . .
lege life. A survey of their activities
Entered at second-class matter all Guests at the Barb Kendall-Bob Ire- shows that these students have divergland wedding included Miss Schaeffer, ed and spread their various talents
ftssocialed Golle6iote Press
the Post Offict, Ltwiston, Maine
Chris Williamson, Bill Lever, and among distinctive fields . . . doctor,
t
Distributor of
i
Harry Robinson . . . Frye Street
Subscription . . . J2.60 per
lawyer mei"*h<nt, chief . . .
in advance
Cblie6iateDi6est
plans a cabin party next Monday; WilMost of our ex-'Lab Rats' are being
son hopes for one around Hallowe en;
Whittier is having one Friday; and iully rewarded for their devotion to
Milliken will have one on the 28th—if their work as they continue to study
Let's Not Be Careless About Liberty
they get the cabin . . . Some lucky in their particular fields. Philip Archfreshmen were entertained by their ambauit and Phii:p Rilgore are at
Probably nothing has been more fully discussed among edu- Sophomore Sisters at the DeWitt last I Tufts Medical and Charles Stratton is
cators this Fail than the expected reaction of American College Thursday night. The banquet party in- at Albany Medical. Edith Krugelir <s
undergraduates to the War, and more specifically to the Selective eluded Harriett Gray, Marjorie Cahall. working for' her M.A. in zoology at
Service Act. In the New York Times the President of Yale said re- Dot Lyman, Valerie Salving, Priscilla Columbia. Jean Fessenden is a labocently, "They (the undergraduates) will probably object to con- Robinson, Lo Oliver, Annabel Cofran. ratory technician at the CMG hospital.
scription as the beginning of a process of militarization and one Helen Sweetsir, Joan Clopeck, Barbara Elizabeth Marks, better known as
Nina Leonard, Mary Ann Gross, Snip", is working in her biology at
likeiy to nazify American habits and attitude. But they will, I Wood,
Louise Gifford, Ruth Sullivan, Emily MIT, while George Russell is studying
think, accept the fait accompli in the philosophic temper of under- Povall, and Janey Styer.
geology at Lehigh University, and
graduates when they know that an issue is settled. The fact that
Douglas Bragdon is at Harvard.
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By John Prokop '41

Teaching Attracts Largest
Number Of 1940 Graduates

the measure was passed in vacation time has, incidentally, saved
us a good deal of debate on our college campuses."
President Wilkins of Oberlin in a letter to the Times said that
the Conscription Act "should receive the highest possible degree
of acceptance and support, not only from those who have favored
the Act, but also from those who have been doubtful or have opposed u."
University of California students were warned by their President that any actively opposing preparedness measures would be
*dopended from college.
The sincerity of these views and appeals is unquestionably
genuine. Bui nevertheless we believe that there is a note therein
of potential uanger to the American way of life. Why should the
colleges have ocen glad to have been able to sidestep debate on
the campus on conscription? We think it would have been highly
desirable to have had youth's side of this important matter given
a chance.
Our governmental system, the very one we are told is the
application of the American ideals we will be asked to fight for, is
based on the principle that an adequate expression of opinions by
ai! sections will be not only allowed but encouraged. Especially on
the college campus, where the dominant purpose of life is to prepare the young person to take his place as a clear thinking individual in the democratic society, it is extremely necessary to give
more than lip service to the principle of the expression of individually thought out opinion by students.

CLUB NOTES
The MacFarlane Club held a meeting Oct. 7 at Libbey Forum. The members were asked to vote on the applications of new members.
The off-campus men met Monday at
Chase Hall to plan its program for the
ensuing year. Those interested in
sports signed up for the intramural
program. A social calendar was discussed and plans formulated.
A joint meeting of Heelers and Robinson Players was held in the Little
Theatre on Monday to plan the business program of the year and organize the ticket campaign.
The Dance Club will hold its first
meeting Thursday afternoon in the
Women's Locker Building. Plans will
be made for the Mother's Week End
program and practice begun.
The Swimming Club Held its first
meeting last Thursday with an optional swim for all. Next Thursday tryouts
will be held for membership from all
four classes.

After a summer outside the campus, we firmly believe that
the greatest danger to our democratic principles of liberty is not
from without, but from within. Pleas such as these which may be
the beginning of the abandonment of intelligent opposition to those
in power, provide the most potent basis for the rise of fascism
here.
The extreme position taken by the Pacific Coast administrator was, we assume, based on the belief that when an issue becomes
law, supposedly as a result of the will of the majority, expressed
through the representative Congress, all opposition to it should
immediately cease.
This is a highly controversial point. But when it is considered
in the light of precedent, it would seem that continued opposition
is hardly out of the way, although obedience to the law is necessary. Now precedent alone is hardly reason enough to continue a
practise. But when precedent has shown the practise to be the
best yet devised, there is no reason to discontinue it.
And one can think of countless laws which after passage by
court procedure, lobbying, and sidestepping have encountered con-

FROM THE NEWS

Robert Hulsizcr, both at Wesley*n, are
among this group.
Bates is represented at Harvard La w
school where two future lawyers are
preparing, Frank Coffin and Wilfred
riowland. Hasty Thompson is at
Georgetown University also studying
13 w. Mark Lelyvcld is concentrating oa journalistic career at Columbia.
Martha French ard Ruth Gray are
at Hartford Religious College. Altred
Morse is working for his MA in romance languages at Brown, while Donaid Maggs is continuing with nistory
at Cornell. Perhaps farthest from nis
alma mater Is Donald Pomeroy, who
is attending Iowa State.

Insurance Companies
Attracting Several
Many Bates graduates have entered
the economic world, without intention
of revising our economic system.
Harry Shepherd holds a position as
claims adjustor for Liberty Mutual in
New York. Centering around Boston
are John Hibbard, claims trainee for
American Mutual Insurance Co.; Malcolm Holmes and Harold Goodspeed
are both connected with the A. C. Lawrence Leather Co.; Delbert Witty is
established as credit adjustor at Scars;
ard Ray Cool, who is at the General
Electric Co. River Works of Lynn is
at the same time attending night
school at Bryant and Stratton.

.Many Grade
Now School Marma
The field to receive the largest number of graduates is that of teaching
The kinds of tea oners Bates graduates
nave become are many and varied, as
are the places in which tney are located. Bertha Bell, at Bucksport Sigh
is a teacher of English. Roy Briggs is
doing both leaching and coaching of
lootbal! at Foxirofi Academy. Ann Luella Cleveland is busy with History and
violin at Kcnts Hill. At the same
school is Bitty Winslow, instructoi in
l^stin, Englun, f.nd skiing. At Greeley
is Marie Dodge, teacher of Latir
French and English history. Mary Gozonsky is giving instruction in French,
speech, and debate at Groveton, N. 11.
Carolyn Hayden, popular carnival
queen of 1940, Is at Warren High
School

Others a-e studying in the business
line before they enter the practical end
of it. Jasper Belano, at Harvard Business School, Maxine Urann, at Katherine Gibbs of Boston, Van Sands at
Boston University, Eddie Quinn and

Adolph and Benlto
Rendezvous Again
Once before, the German
Fuerher and the Italian Duce
made Brenner Pass in the Alps
the scene of their conference.
It must be beautiful there this
time of year. What a waste of
unsurpassed autumnal scenery!
Do you recall last March 18th?
The Russians had just forced
the Finnish capitulation, all
was quiet on the western front,
and rumors of a general peace,
inspired by Under-Secretary of
State Welles' mysterious circuit of the entrenched European capitals, were rife. Soon
after, Denmark and Norway
became paving stones for continued German advances; and
a month later, Holland, Belgium, and France felt the full
fury of the Nazi blitzkrieg.
Were these moves worked out
in Brenner meeting No. 1?
Goebels fails to enlighten us
upon this point; but at any
rate, these lightning strokes
followed Brennero in a whirlwind sequence.
What Does Brenner No. 2
Herald?
In their third meeting since
the start of the war, Adolph
Hitler and Benito Mussolini
met on Oct. 4th to discuss and
decide upon the new steps to
be taken in their effort to erect
a "new order in Europe, Africa,
and the Far East". Nothing
definite is yet known as to the
decisions reached by the Axis
leaders, but two significant
bits of information have been
revealed in the official communique issued in Berlin:
(1) The conversations which
"covered all questions of interest to both lands", lasted
more than three hours.
(2) Marshall Wilhelm von
Keitel "was present at the last
portion of the discussion".

Robe.-c Ireland is it Bradford Acad•.•rry, and in Ken-iebunit nigh .s Re©trt Plaisted. Joan Wells is a teacher
oi English at Mechanic Falls. Eltanor
Cook is an instructor at Brcwstei
Academy. Patricia Atwater has a position to her liking at Gray. Robert?
Greaton is at Norway High, a teacier
of economics and history. Last, Dut rot
least on the list, is Rutn Hawkins who
is ' way up north" near the Canadian
o-irder, at v'anceboro

Nazi War Chief
Also Present
Brenner No. 1, at which
meeting all plans for the ensuing actions leading to the defeat of France were apparently
worked out and agreed upon,
lasted only two hours. Because
meeting No. 2 monopolized

three hours and then \Va.
tinued during luncheon'^
cates to observers tw
questions discussed bynh
e
tators were of a more coropj
nature. The presenc e
of.
Marshall, Germany's wa,
is taken by observers to
bolize the apparent m
aim of the meeting.
Change of Theatre of
At present Italy is j^1
be massing her troops ^
Greco-Albanian frontier
sion in the eastern j^
ranean mounts to a new
Neutral observers concer
the opening of a new ^
of war in this strategic
What do the dictators pia
the Balkans? How is thes
of Greece and Turkey JQ
affected by any move in
direction? The world wott
and waits.
Soviets Excluded
From Line-Up
Little is so far known, JJ
true, of the positive angles]
the talks but as is oftenj
case....certain negative asp*
of the parley have filta
through. It is reliably kno«]
that no decision was madd
extend the recently-prom
gated three-power alliance J
include Russia. Spain, too.i
overlooked after her re]»
ance earlier in the week i
nitely to ally herself with I
Axis.
. • • •
Brenner Pass
and Washington
It is a far cry indeed f»
the Brenner Pass in the tips
to Washington, D. C, bulls
force shall undoubted^'%&
even here on the opposite si
of the Atlantic. Because
Japan's throwinginher lotvri
the Axis "band-wagon"
week, the relations of Germq
and Italy to her, to the Unila
States, and to Russia were©
doubtedly discussed, fiffii?
correspondents agree. h
leading editorial writerofl
England puts it: "Let us hi
our State Department, and:
War and Navy DepartmeaJ
for that matter, are
for a shock."

CHAPEL QUOTES
Wednesday, Oct. 2 ..
"If we could each day instead of
worrying devote ourselves to matting
the most of the opportunity before us,
talking about blessings that are ours,
•ve would be better able to meet that
which is before us
"If you are an American have a
smile in your pocKet even if there are
difficulties to face.—Dr. Kayborn
Zerby.

And th:s is a picture of the class ot
Thursday, Oct. 3
1*40—gone out trom its alma mater,
"We may need England but England
and scattered in many directions. It
needs us more. Our interests allow deshould be I? be led a 3ucceastul class.
mand that we must not allow the
British Isles lo be starved out.
"The British Isles must stand! If
i-.r.gland needs food let her have it. If
fc-ngland needs arms let ner have it. If
this be propaganda make the most of
Bates fans will be treated to the it.'—Dr. Paul Sweet.
spectacle of a unifdrmed, enlarged, and
well-drilled band at the football games Friday, Oct. S
this fall. The band, the largest in the
"During the months before us each
history of the school with about fifty one should give special attention to
members at present, is to be complete- the fact that whet»ver our church we
A Step Forward
ly uniformed In colorful new uniforms.
Mr. Rowe's chapel address Monday personifies what we meant Overseas caps of garnet with white are united in our belief in Goo, some
in the Universe who makes sense
last week when we said Bates is one College which is building for cording, garnet whipcord pants with Kuler
out of the madness of the world."—
the future.
large white stripes down the sides, and President Clifton Daggett Gray.
white and maroon jackets will make
It is quite desirable that a growing college should have a up the outfits.
Saturday, Oct. 4
means such as this for promoting student co-operation in that
Plans
are
being
completed,
accord"If you leave Bates without nav.i.<
growing process.
ing to Professor Crafts, for the engag- participated in any of its extra-curing of a professional drill master to ricula activities, you will have se-;n
Bear in mind, the Student-Administration Conference Com- instruct the group In marching and Bates but you won't have lived here;
mittee takes none of the governing privileges from the student maneuvers, and 11 is rumored that and if you ask me four years is a
assembly bodies. It is not merely an addition to the present long there may be a drum majorette. "The pretty long time to be in a place withlist of committees. It is an attempt at intergrating Administra- band will not only be the best looking out living in it.—Harriet White '41.
tion-faculty-student ideas, and at putting those valuable ideas of and best marching one m the history
each into practise and acceptance. It is a big step forward to a oi the college, but It can well hold its Monday, Oct. 6
own with any college group In the i "It is not reasonable to expect that
better Bates.
«tate," Profe«sor Crafts stated.
the average college student has the

tinual agitation by those affected for repeal. The National Labor
Relations Act is one good example.
Yes, the continued practise in this country of fostering
healthy opposition to the none too good status quo, has certainly
proven itself valuable enough to be very carefully nourished, and
not extinguished. This and other means of preserving liberty and
freedom for the people as a whole are the principles for which
youth would fight if necessary, and if fighting would preserve
them. But what's the use of fighting for them if they are not
there?

1940 Band Is Largest
In College's History

time and experience to concern-*
selves to a great degree with tie?
lems of a modern college.—Mr- *
W. Rowe.
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$obcatsJ21ash_ With Tough Foe In Jumbos Saturday

u Outstanding
Lfl College Team
38-6 Win
I 00*
Middlebury
Over
VVeek-End

SPORT SHOTS
By JOHN DONOVAN '42

ed

retirn to the victor}
SUlVal
las* veek's severe drubbing
e^ a"'"1 - tow Hampshire eleven at
Iff
kutcs Bobcats will travel
;:-AMass., to tackle a power'"** team next Saturday.
'^Lting Uie J-mbos, Bates wlii
— of the stronger small
... one
teems ir New England. The
gve pl£>'ed two contes.s so
"'^year and w-,n both of then, by
I*" icg margins. In their first start
lC
'rorn Medford upset a favored
[•JieW
eleven fy ■* 16"° count, then
wed up with a mashing 38-0 v;cover MUdlebury.
I gjirison Is Man
tjnatch
jSe Jumbo team is led by Art Har.
one of the best broken field
s jjen around the Boston area.
LtheBovv'loin game Harrison started
L team to victory by intercepting a
Liar Bear pass and galloping 85
Irards for * ^orP- Jn the Middlebury
i „e did even better, scoring four
[mucbdowns on rui.s of 49, 26, 31, and
5 yards. Just to prove his versatility
I be quick-kicked 71 yards and did a
little passing on the side. Other members of the Jumbo eleven to be reckoned with are Patterson, Harrison's
running mate, and Hannabury, a sterling end.

FIELD MARSHAL

A crowd of approximately five thousand was on hand at Lewis Field In
Durham, N. H., last Saturday afternoon to witness the scrap between the
Bobcats and the Wildcats. Although
the thirty-five or forty Bates students
who attended were sadly outnumbered
by all sorts of pro-NHUers and fifth
columnists they did a swell job of
moral-supporting. Nor should we forget the old (and some not-so-old) grads
who journeyed from far and near to
Durham to watch the 1940 Garnet gridsters in action.
Harold "Speed" Goodspeed (co-captain of last year's swimming team) and
Mai Holmes (the blonde bomber of
track and tennis fame) both of the
class of 1940. were there. So was
Speed's sporty car. Speed and Mai are
big leather men now. Also of the class
of '40, cheering loudly, were Del Witty,
Bob Plaisted. and Ken Tilton.
Mr. and Mrs. John Leard, who were
married recently were on hand to observe their alma mater's gridiron
forces in action. Mr. Leard '38 is a
former editor of the STUDENT. Mrs.
Leard is the former Hazel Turner '40.

Just Jottings
From Durham
New Hampshire's fifty piece ROTC
band garbed in striking blue combined
with fifteen cheerleaders (ten coeds
and five eds) to put on quite a show.
The hit of the afternoon was a jitterbug cheer. The NHU band struck up a
few bars which sounded like Benny

I Mansfield May Use
I Same Starting Team
Although Coach Mansfield's plans
lire unknown at this time it is fairly
Itertain that he will rely mostly on the
[team that started against New Harap|iire. Although the 27-6 score looks
I in print the game may serve as a
I valuable les-on to the squad who eviRuth E. Bailey '41 and Gertrude
dently didn't look for such a powerful Libby '41 were named to the Women's
(eleven at the Durham school, and Athletic Association board by Presi(never hit their stride until the game dent Frances Wallace last Thursday
Iras tar beyond recall.
evening, following the annual Hareand-Hound race. These two giris were
named to fill vacancies in the board
caused by former members not returning to campus this fall.
197 Main Street
Either Miss Bailey or Miss Libby
will be named treasurer of the associaOCR AIM IS TO SATISFY
tion at a general election to be neld
WITH OPB QUALITY FOOD
Friday evening. The runner-up will
automatically become manager of winter sports and baseball.
Drop Into
THE QUALITY SHOP
WAA week was distinctly a big suc| ltt Collejre St S m!n. from Campna cess this year. Monday, Frances WalFeaturing Hamburg Sandwiches
lace spoke on the various sports offerHot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches ed by the WAA while Elizabeth StafDare Yon Tried Our Sllex Coffee! ford '42 talked, Wednesday, about the
Open 7 \. M. to 10:80 P. M.

Goodman on a hot night, the cheerleaders shagged around in front of the
stands and then ended abruptly with a
loud "Fight!"
Harold Hall, New Hampshire's triple
threat back, was injured in the Colby
game and did not play against our
varsity last Saturday. As a matter of
tact, he will be lost to the Wildcats
for the rest of the season.
The New Hampshire crowd gave the
Bates eleven a big hand when they
scored their one and only touchdown
late in the game. We don't intend to
put this act of good sportsmanship in
a belittling light, but since the Wildcats already had 27 points, the NHU
tuns could afford to be magnanimous.

It seems as though every athletic
team has its clown—perhaps entertainer" would be a better word. And
this year's varsity football team is no
exception. Harlsn Sturgis, sophomore
hack, is the fellow who keeps the Bobcats in good humor. If the coach is a
few minutes tardy at the evening football meetings, Sturgis very obligingly
volunteers to take over and fill in until
Coach Mansfield arrives. Harlan specializes in impromptu speeches, but has
been known to go as far as to sing a
solo when things really become dull.
Phil Lerette, guard on last year'
varsity eleven, evidently has a scrappy
team at Hallowell. At any rate, Coach
Phil's club stopped Wilton High i2-0
last Saturday. It was Hallowell's first
victory in two years.

Ruth Bailey, Gertrude Libbey
Fill Vacancies On WAA Board

Purity Restaurant

Garnet-Black systems of teamwork.
Preceding each talk, games were
piayed.
The WAA held open house, Friday,
in their rooms in the Women's Union.
To avoid confusion, groups of freshmen from each house went at stated
intervals during the afternoon. Martha
Burns '43 and Martha Littlefield '43
served light refreshments to the freshmen.
The annual Hare-and-Hound race
>>!so took place last Thuiaday, with
three sets of hares and hounds. All
trails finally ended on Mount David
with the Blue hounds coming in first
and capturing the lollypop prizes. They
were closely followed by the Red and
* ellow hounds.
Following a supper held in the open
air. Miss Wallace announced the new
bctTd members. Marilyn Miller '41,
coed song leader, then led singing,
f orming the committee in charge of
the affair were Muriel Swicker '42, Lucille Leonard '42, Mariam Ludwick '42,
and Judy Handy '42.
WAA training started Monday. No
longer are the coeds able to eat all
and everything they see.
WAA hockev rtarted this week.
However, it is still not too late to come
out for this sport or for swimming
which will be heia tomorrow evening
at 7:15 in the Auburn xMCA.

Tom Flannagan '42

N. H. Wildcats Find
Bobcats Easy Victims
The ferocious New Hampshire Wildcats mercilessly clawed the Bates Bobcats into defeat 27-6 last Saturday afternoon at Lewis Memorial Stadium in
Durham, N. H. Displaying fast elusive
backs, a strong line and a sure fire
passing attack the Sauer-coached
eleven smothered the Garnet gridsters
who fought stubbornly during the first
half but bogged down in the second
except for a brief moment near the
end, and who, ah in all, had an off
day.

oca

m.

Delicious and
Refreshing

Good things to eat...
and ice-cold Coca-Cola.
You see it everywhere, because the life and sparkle
and taste of ice-cold
Coca-Cola add something
to food that everybody
likes. Try it yourself..
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*4USE THAT REFRE S HE S

Tuesday's Rain
l.'psets Schedule
Tuesday came and brought its rain
sweeping the Intramural card of the
battle between Don Webster's OffCampus grid club and Clin Forstrom's
New Fashioneds from the New Dorm
According to the league director Wally
Driscoll, the game will have to be
postponed u -til tho close of the regularly scheduled battles. This will postDone the openir.., of the Tov.nies sla e
to next Tuesday vi-en they w,.l bear
ineir fings apaiaa* the testy trot'ers
of tfca grid turf ;: Turadian—in othc
words, against ifttst Parker who drcve
the local 'ads into second berth last
season. The townies have a Vfteraclub from last season, with Dick
Thompson filling the spot vacated by
I'ommy Kerrigan N'42, now working
for the government. The New Dorm
goes irto action Monday against the
powers that be at JB—as of this postponement.

Yearling Starters
Not Yet Selected
By Coach Spinks

Backfield Boasts
Fine Ball Carriers
There are several boys in the rear
guard positions who have proven
themselves to be capable ball toters.

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS

Tom Passes To Julie
For Garnet Touchdown
The bright moment for Bates fans
came late in the game after Tommy
Flannagan had passed to Johnny
James on the Wildcats' 22. On the next
play the Bobcats were penalized fifteen
yards but they gritted their teeth and
went on. Flannagan tossed the pigskin

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
ma

James P. Murphy

Ag«Bt

JOB

SHiinroif <a

8 West Parker

Cewtstoa Monumental Work*
«-lt Bates Street

Lewbtoa

Telephone 404-B

Bob MrLauthlin '43
ferocious Mockers and hard hitting
tacklers. Quarterbacking this outfit
may be speedy Joe LaRochelle, former
Cushing Academy star, who has shown
all-around skill thus far. He is slated
to be one of the main cogs in the '44
offeoetva machine and should cause the
opposing linemen a bit of trouble.
"Play" Card from Auburn, Mike
Melody from Bridgton and Don Grant
may fill out the local backfield although there are several other speedsters who may make them look to
their laurels. Card and Melody are
talented bar! carriers while Grant assumes the difficult task of the blocking
back.
Looking at this spectacle from the
opposite side of the picture, finds
Kents Hill, in its first grid encounter
last Saturday, dropping a lop-sided affair to the strong Bridgton club 20-6.
This means little, however, for Bridgton Academy has one of the finest
prep school reputations in New England.
Enthusiasm runs high in the local
camp and the boys confidently are
awaiting the struggle, which may
mark the final appearance of that little
pesky article which the freshmen have
been sporting on the top of their heads
for the past two or three weeks.

BILL
THE BARBER
for
EDS and CO-EDS
Chase Hall • Hours: 9-18—14
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Promptly 4 Accurately Filled
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SHOE HOSPITAL

Italian & American
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104 MIDDLE ST.
LEWIST05
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BE YOUR SHOPPING GUIDE

We Bring To You:

A Bates Tradition
GEO. A. ROSS
SAT IT WITH ICE CBEAM
ELM STREET
Bates 1904
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"Bo" Cronin, a former Kents Hill
boy himself, will start at center, and
his knowledge of the visitors' strong
and weak spots may be of great value
to the home forces. Ken Browne, a
Hoslindale, Mass., stalwart, should be
in the battle for part time pivot duty
also.
Right guard provides a merry cnase
between Don Burhoe and 'Tillie" Touloumtzis. Burhoe, a made over end
hailing from Reading, Mass., also attended Lawrence Academy a year ago
and fought off opposition in the same
defensive unit as the other guard aspirant, Walt Davis. Burhoe, to date,
has a slight edge over other candidates
for the right guard post but either he
or Tillie is slated to get the nod on
Friday.
Huge Jack Shea, who was the frosh
standout against the varsity in the recent fracases between the two clubs,
is set for one of the tackle positions.
He has shown a lot of fight and courage and should see a great deal of action against the Kents Hill tribe. Jack
tips the scales to almost two hundred
pounds and is as fast a boy as the
team can boast. Shea who knows his
football to the nth degree, will be a
decided asset to the team.
Completing the line will be either
Haines or Walt Deering at right end.
There is no choice between these two
fellows and both will get their chances
in the opener.

ter lunch Professor Walmsley will
speak and there will be folk dancing
by the Bates girls. Those in charge of
various committees are: Aino Puranen
'41 and Priscilla Simpson '42, reception; Elaine Humphrey '42, invitations;
Helen Greenleaf '41, Betty Moore '42.
Lucille Leonard '42 and Judith Chick
'42, games.

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
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At left tackle two boys, Ray Auringer and Stoddard, are waging a battle
royal and either may win the opening
role. However, it is safe to say that
both boys will see a lot of action in
the course of the first encounter.
Walter Davis, former Lawrence
Academy guard, has shown a lot of
scrap all year and has practically
cinched the left guard position with
Cal Ferren assuming the reserve berth.

to Julie Thompson who made a leaping
COLLEGE STREET
Larry Kelley catch in the end zone.
Flannagan's attempted conversion was
wide. The score board read NHU 27,
All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
Bates 6—and so it remained.
'I'ommy Flannagan did yeoman work 87 College St
Lewbtoa, Me.
in the Bates backfield. His ball-carrying especially in the first half was
brilliant. John Sigsbee backed up the
line gamely and firmly throughout the
entire game.
New Hampshire played without Hal
Hall, their great triple threat back,
but Stacey Clark and Win MacDonald
two extremely clever speed merchants,
and Clarence Parker, an excellent
passer, more than made up for the
loss. Flaherty and Martin stood out on
the line.
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Battle Royal For
l.if! Tackle Berth

WAA Plans High School
Play Day For Saturday

INC.

GARNET HOPE

Although the opening grid battle
with the strong '"ents Hill eleven is
but tw o days away, Coach Buck Spinks
of the freshman football team is still
in doubt as to many of his starting
choices. Only one thing seems to be
lai'ly certain and that is, the Bobkittena will be facing a tough club.
The left end post for the freshmen
appears to be taken by Mason *Vye
of Maiden, Mass., who has performed
brilliantly in ail recent scrimmage sessions. He is a fine oass ieceivrr anu
defensively he hits 'em bard. His reserve will p-obably be "Cy" Finnegan,
who also is a scrappy defensive ball
player.

Next week's games are as follows:
Monday, New Dorm vs. John Bertram ;
Tuesday, Off-Campus against its arch
rival of last season, East Parker—and
here hair should fly.

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Col* Co. by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
39 Second Street
Auburn, Maine

The curtain of the intramural season
was pushed up Monday afternoon
when the whooping Crusaders from
East Parker locked horns on the touch
gridiron with the Renegades from the
West. Due to circumstances beyond his
control Major General Wally Driscoll,
the little king of intramurals, was unable to secure Hedy Lemarr to toss
out the first football of the season as
nad been the original plan. As a compromise, the services of the Mayor of
B^.tes and his gang of gridiron menaces were there to take over the matter of tossing the pigskin around. Turadian is co-captain with AI Aucoin, of
the defending champions of last season—East Parker. Also on this team
is Frank Mullett, who made the Boyan
brigade from West Parker, knash their
teeth in regret as he intercepted a pass
and ran over a great hunk of yardage
for a touchdown. This was the only
score of the game, but it was enough
to start the Easterners oft on their
predicted "win parade".

Led by Stacey Clark. 140 pounds of
swift dynamite, and "Win" MacDonald, a sophomore speedster, NHU started to roll before half of the first period
was over. Clark took a punt from his
own 15 to the Bates 49. MacDonald
carried the swineskin on five of the
next six plays, most of which were reverses, finally scoring from the three
This afternoon will mark the second
yard line. Captain Flaherty place- game of the East Parkerites who will
kicked the extra point. NHU 7, Bates seek to corral ? bunch of freshman
0.
scalps as the halls of John Bertram
• re swept clean ot its intramural talGarnet Knock
ent. Until late last night, this team
Three Times On NH Door
Apparently the Mansfield men were remained a mystfrv unknown as yet
not discouraged for most of the time even to Wa;ly D vscoll. But it 13 ru^Kenney has been
during the rest of the first period and mored ihat Red
taking lessons from Lou riervey, grid
throughout most of the second period
star roommate, as to methods of makthey were in possession of the oval in
Wildcat territory. NHU's punts were ing htlle reer uut of big one' especonsistently short and the Garnet cially when the big men play for East
forces used fake spinners, reverses, Parker in the Touch Football Leag.'
and shovel passes but to no avail. Many of the fans wish t- see the glaThree times they were almost close mour boy of these pages Johnny Donovan also in the JB lists. Donovan
enough to knock on New Hampshire's
might give the frost" 'he fighting drive
door but on each occasion the drive
by nmting that a few of the Easternbogged down. And, unfortunately, close
ers, especially the ball carrying kind,
only counts in horse-shoes.
are on the "Unholy group".
New Hampshire returned with zip
Thursday will find the Roger Bill
and determination in the third period.
Taking the ball on the Bates 42, the team clashing with the other side of
Wildcats took to the air briefly and the freshman campus—John Bertram.
effectively. Parker tossed first to Jones Bill Merritt. gridman of English High
for 11, a moment later to Clark for ;n Lynn, the boss of the Roger Bill>
30. Gordon plunged through center for gang, predicts like sages of older years
the goal. Captain Flaherty again con- that his gang will taste victory against
JB at least. Also on this team ara Ed
verted.
Before long, MacDonald and Clark Gibson and Armahd Didazzio.

again took matters into their own
hands. First they alternated carrying
the ball. Then MacDonald passed to
Clark on the three yard line and on
the next play dove over for another
The WAA Play Day will be held on tally. Once more Captain Flaherty's
Saturday, Oct. 12, when girls from ap- placement was successful. NHU 21,
proximately sixteen high schools with- Bates 0.
New Hampshire completed their
in a radius of fifty miles will get together for a day of sports and fun. scoring in the last quarter starting
The girls will have the use of the from the forty. After a long pass and
sports facilities and will have the op- a double reverse which ended up with
portunity to meet other girls and to Clark toting the oval had taken them
learn many new games. Play Day will to the six, Parker skirted right end.
commence at 9 o'clock with registra- A bad pass from center spoiled
tion followed by games until noon. Af- chances for the extra point

Drink

East Parker Wins Frosh Gridmen Open
Intramural Opener Against Kents Hill

Banking Service
Women's Clothing
Jewelers Theatres School Supplies

- Men's Clothing
- Laundry Services
Taxi Service
Restaurants
- Radios & Vies.
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Leard loins Staff
Atlantic Monthly

Faculty Entertains
1944 At Open Houses

Co-Eds To Doff Bibs
At Annual Stunt Night

Pres. Gray To Be Host
At Facility Reception

FOtJB

Bertocd Fisher To
Speak At Conference

PECKS

Bibs wil- be dr.i.d by the freshman
President Clifton Daggett Gray will coeds when each house takes part in
The Student Christian Movement in
Doing their bit in aiding the fresh- .,riue:s hold nKiU nrst coa,er,nce bt host at the annual Faculty Recep- ♦be annual Stu G stunt nlgnt, to be
EMPIRE
men become acquainted with campus
on at his home on Thursday evening helc Friday night in the Little Theaof the year this Fridav. Saturday and ci
Wed Thurs Fri Sat - Oct 9-10-11-12
John Leard '38, former STUDENT! life, several members of the faculty Sunday. Oct. H, 12 and * at Camp Members of the faculty will have an tre. Each huose, under the direction of
Ginger Rogers and Ronald Coleditor, has been added to the stall or entertained the students of the class Yanglewood in LincoluvUle. The topic opportunity to meet the. additions to so:.homore coaches, will present skits
nan in "Lucky Partners".
the "Atlantic Monthly". After graduate of '44 at their home Sunday afternoon. under discussion is to be "Materiaiis- the
staff
made
this
summer.
,r competition with one another.
Sun Mon Tues - Oct 13-14-15
work at Columbia Leard traveled ex- Preparations for the occasion were tic versus Theistic".
Ttey include Mrs. lona Kirstead. Mamade
by
the
CA
Freshman
Week
Comr*uth Nuckley '42 heads the commitGary Cooper in "The Westerner".
tensively on funds from a Pulitzer
The speakers at the conference are
prize. His new position, that of assis- mittee, headed by John Senior "42 and for the most part science professor, dame Harriet Laurent, Miss Marjone tee which also irtludes Alice Turner
AUBURN
tant editor, entails close contact with Ardith Lake '40.
irom the four Maine colleges. Pian- Buck, and Miss Lydia Frank.
42. Virginia Fisher '42, and Barbara
This year a few of the faculty memWed-Thurs — Oct 9-10
editors and publishers throughout the
nug to attend from Bales areB*£*White '42.
"I'm Nobo".y3 Sweetheart Now".
country, as well as the reading of part bers introduced somewhat of an in- ter A. lienocci and Dr. Lloyo. W. **nof the thousands of manuscripts sub- novation in taking their groups to er as speakers. There is still aiup>e
Fri-Sat - Oct 11-12
their country homes. The group headmitted to the Atlantic each year.
room leit lor students interested, to
Jr., Manchester, Mass.; Virginia ft
"Young Peop.e".
Vaudeville
ed by Mr. Harry W. Rowe and Dr.
liU
the
quota
of
ten
delegates
auowea
nunt. East Lynn, Mass.
Sun-Mon-Tues — Oct 13-14-15
Mr. Leard and his bride, the former of'44 at their homes Sunday afternoon,
Bates.
.
.
Hazel
Turner
'40,
attended
the
New
Barbara I. Jones, Scnenectady, N.
"Captain caution".
at Mr. Rowe's residence, while that
IUMUUM am* ►*
Science majors should be especially
Hampshire game and were on campus headed by Mr. Ernest M. Moore and
y • Howard C. Jordan Jr. Auburn;
Coach Leslie Spinks went to Mr. interested in the conference as it was Poothby. Decision; Daniel C. Boothby, Richard L. Keach. Danielson, Conn.;
last week end.
planned with the idea of bringing sci- uimerick; William C. Bradley. PiatUSpinks' country home.
Abraham S. Keller, Mattapan, Mass.;
for outdoor girls
The position Mr. Leard fills on the
Next Sunday, the program will be ence and religion into closer relation- ourgh. N. Y-; Arthur I* Bram. New David C. Kellsey, Milton, Mass.; Wil"Atlantic
Monthly'
is
part
of
a
new
ship.
All
UM<
-.aereate:.
.:■
U-e
OMK
AIX THE NEW AND
xork
City;
Lawrence
C.
Brooks,
Kamcontinued and brought to a close when
liam Kelley, Rumford; Anastasia aeendeavor of the magazine to keep
the remaining freshmen are enter- terence may obtain further informa- ford; Marion A. Brooks. Newport. N. saris, Lewiston; Elizabeth E. Kinney,
closer contact with current events
tion from Christine Williamson '42 or a • Kenneth C. Browne Roslindaie,
U ined.
Pittsfield; John D. Kobrock. Newtonfrom a news point of view than has
Mam; Donald I. Burhoe. Reading,
iiirnest Johnson '42.
Shirts your brother will emj,
ville, Mass.; Helen B. Laird, South
been their practice.
Mass.; Marion E. Burnham, BaliouActon, Mass.; Kobert E. Landick,
they're so campus-minded.
ville, Co-,*.; Elaine L. Bush, FramTo fulfill the requirements of the Pu240 COURT ST. - AUBURN
Lynn, Mass.; George A. Larchian,
wool plaid, feather flannel^
iugham, Mass.; Madeline J. Butler
litzer prize, Mr. Leard traveled
Lewiston; Joseph E. Larochelle, Medines . - ■ solid color Hawaii,
through South America last year to
.UlblUU^I irv*« VMS Oo»l
Lewiston.
tnuen, Mass.; Clifford E. Larrabee, Aua. Quinn Jr., George C. Russell Jr.,
study newspaper techniques and peojerseys, wool and rayon jj
Once again Bates students will be
Laura E. Campbell, Rum'ord; Ar- burn; Nina P. Leonard, Providence,
rrank A. Saunders, Harry B. Shepple of Latin America.
Sizes 10 to 20.
given the opoortunity to attend the
nold F Card. Auburn; Averett B. K. I.; M. Elizabeth Lever, Lewiston;
herd, Huth E. Sprague. Charies W.
Lcwiston-Auburn Community Concert
chapman. Maiden. Mass.; Phyllis L, William J. Lewis, Dorchester, Mass.;
otratton Jr., Bernice Walins, L. Owen
SFOR1SWEAR SHOP
Series at a reduced price. Not only
Esther C. Linde:. Keene, N.tL; John
Wheeier, Clarence W. Whittaker. Elea- Chase, SaylesviUe, R. Li * *"
dees the purchase of a ticket entitle a
SECOND FLOOR
Childs, Lewiston; Joanne Clopeck, F. Linehan, Lewiston; Everett W.
itudent to attend the three local con- nor Wilson.
Framingham, Mass.;
Kempton J. Linscott, Nashua. N. H.; Norman M.
Class of 1941: Frank C. Bennett Jr.,
certs, but those in neighboring cities
Coady, Monument Beach. Masj.; Vir- Lloyd, Reading. Mass.; Anne D. Locke,
OdWVd F. Booth, Raphael W. Boyle,
as welL
ginia D Coifin. Taunton. Mass.; John Springfield, Mass : Jean W. McCann,
A large group of students availed Dorothy A. Carey, Stella D. Cknoro. 11. Cole. South Paris; Lucy M. Corne- Bclmont, Mass.; Amy C. MacCombie,
Stantial, Beverly Mass.; AraljJ
President Gray delivered an address themselves of the opportunity of im- Fimey A. Coggswell, Kathleen G.
nus, Oswego. N. i.; Elizabeth N. Lynn, Mass.; Lorna E. MacGray, Stevens, South Hadle>-, Mass.:
For Real Courteous Taxi Service
curry,
Richard
W.
Dearborn,
uwight
at the final meeting of the South Es- bibing a little additional culture last
Corsa, Hilisdale. N. J.; Elizabeth W. Needham, Mass.; Martin J. McDon- Stockman, Springvale; Dosa)
sex Association of Congregational vear, and several bus trips were made K. DeWitt, Dorothy K. Dole, Nancy
Cort, Wabin, Mass.; Mildred E. Cram, ough, Dorchest.-r, Mass.; H. Blenus itoddard, Portland; Perry Sloij
LETVISTOS, MADTB
Ministers, held Sunday at the Wash- en masse to outstanding Portland con- W. Field, Clinton J. Forstrom, Clyde
Miilinocket; Robert E. Cravedi, Wor- MacDougall, Lexington, Mass.; Vincent Orange, N. J.; J^-ne Styer, i
ington Street Congregational Church certs. Similar trips are planned this f. Glover, Ruth J. Goss, Kicnard M.
cester. Mass.; William J. Crean, South u. McKusick, Guilrord; Phuip J- Mc- Square, Pa.; F.uth Louise
In Beverly, Mass.
year should a large enough group of noag, Margaret C. Hubbard, Edith L orange, N. J.; Nelda F. Crockett, Au- Vann, Peabody. Mass.; Robert Andrew
Lancaster, N. H.; A. Ruth:
nunt, Martha E. Hutchins, David H.
Fall
River,
Mass.; Taunton, Mass.
"Things That Belong to Peace" students sign up.
burn; Elroy F. Cronin, Maiden, Mas*.; MacFarlane,
Jennings,
Joanne
E.
Lowther,
l^dna
a.
In charge of the sale are Gladys
was the title of the president's ad
Mclntosh, John W. McLeod, josepn Osmond R. Cummings, Salisbury, Charles H. Mair Rumford, R.I.; DonJewelry and Watch Repairing
dress, which was received with great | Ford '41. Janetlo McCaw 41, and DaNorman J.Temple. Rahway.xj
v. Millerick, Alice E. Mornll, Leo VJT. Mass.; George E. Curtis Jr., Augusta; ald I. Marr, Rumford, R.I.; Evelyn H.
,Vid Weeks
i^ewis J. Tetlow, Holyoke, Mas
Marsden,
Auburn;
Suzanne
M.
MauEleanor
M.
Darling,
Lowell.
Mass.;
TeL
»V
approval.
'*•
19 Lisbon St, Lewtaton
Mulhearn, Hope Newman, Marjone E.
ward W. Thomas, \oungstom]
Moulton, Morgan Porteous, Edward J. Charles H. Davis, Southboro, Mass.; rand, Spencer, Mass.; Raymond FranCharles
M.
Thompson,
inland
C.
Davis.
Monmoutn;
L.
Evercis
Meader,
Whitinsville,
Mass.;
Marttaftery, Elizabeth J. Roberts, Jean
Mass.; Harold h. Todd Jr..
TrTe Can Show Ton • Varied
ett
Davis,
Lewiston;
Walter
M
Davis,
tin
F.
Melody,
Millr-n,
Mass.;
William
j-'. Ryder, Betty-May Scranton, Lioya
N. H.; Carl R. Toner Jr., I
Selection of
R. Sinclair, Stan ton B. smith, Oinn Southboro. Mass.; Donald S. Day, Au- B. Merritt, Lynn Mass.; Kenneth B
Michael G.
loulountzis, PJEJ
PRIZE CUPS - FOUNTAIN PE5S
burn;
Ann
B.
Dearborn,
Eppmg,
N.
Metcalf,
Rumfort
R.I.;Daniel
S.
MiP. Snow, Norine E. Sturgis, Artnur
Mass.; Carolyn R Towle.holtsQ
LADIES' SILK DMBEELLAS and
S. Tiffany, Frances A. Wallace, Les- H.; Peter B. Debe, Skowhegan; Wal- suraca, Thompsorville, Conn.; Barbara
ter; James M. Towle, West I
LEATHER HASB BAGS
lie F. Warren, Donald C. Webster, ter P. Deering, Portland; Hazel L. I. Moore, Lewiston; Kenneth C. MorLEATHER BILL FOLDS
Mass.; Barbara B TrumtaHaH
Deming,
South
Windsor,
Conn.;
rill.
Auburn;
Barbara
A.
Moulton,
narriet E. White, Helene Woodwara,
BOOK EHDS
CLOCKS
Carolyn Denison, Harrison; Stanley W. Lewiston; James P. Munn, Spring- ton. Conn.; Gard W Tvfai&JiJ
Paul A. Wright.
burn; Edward J. Tyler, XwWfl
Class of 1942: Prlscilla A Bowles, Doe, Harrisburg, Pa.: Arthur K. Doig, field, Mass.
Conn.
Richard T. Carroll. Mary E. Curtis, Nyack, N. Y.; Richard O. Doten, LewStephanie Koucas, "averhill, Mass.;
Jewelers
Robert F. Curtis. Virginia A. Day, iston; Despina Doukas, Portland; DonAlfred L. Vacho.i, Le«oi *|
Ernest M. OISOP iiLton Mass.; Louise
John C. Donovan, Daniel E. Dustin, ald W. Drogue.New Britain, Conn.; EdLewiston
■»*»•
ces E. Walker, Saco; St
/
M.
Otis,
Leeds
J"t.:
Charies
PanpeoThomas R Flannagan, Dorothy B. ward P. Dunn, Florence, Mass.; John
pouias. PeaDody, MaoS.; Bruce R. ing, Merrimac, Mass.; J.tt*-*M
M.
Dwyer,
Augusta;
Donald
K.
Dyer,
Frost, Elaine M. Hardie, Patrick H.
Park, Me.:ose, M'ss.; Carolyn M. more, Lynn. Mass.; MeredithHarrington Jr., A Raymond narvey, Auburn; John R. Dyer, Truro, Mass.;
rl6
c'ai'Khurst, Iiesoue Isle: Ruth Park lij.ms, Bridgewater Mm: d" \
Richard P. Horton, Joseph J. Howard, Forrest E. Eastman Jr., Fryeburg;
Winter,
W'L'IVT..."
»"•••
°^|
hurst, Fitchbuig, Mass.; Tarker w.
Myra A. Hoty. Elaine Humphrey, Mal- George J. Emmerling, Leominster,
Perkins, Lowell Mass ; Samuel Poor, M. Wood, Cam-Jon. Fan.ui ^
clom L. Jewell. Eleanora A. Keene, Mass.; Muriel Entress, West Hartford,
Manchester, N.H.; Dante L. Posella, Old Orchard Beach; Crete \ «
Robert M. Langerman, John E. Lioyd, Conn.
Pi'.l-field, Mais.; Emily G. Povall, Lakeport,N. H.;E!i7rtethA^
Dorothy M. Mathews, Glenn F. MeaGerald A. Fayzette, Lewiston; Cal- Milton, Mass.; Maria "5. riadcliffe, Nashua, N. H.; HiroU A- _
der, David A Nichols, Hartley C. Ray,
vin S. Ferren. Chester, N. H.; Cyril Syracuse, N tf.; Hooait F. Reed, Mc- Weymouth. Mass.; Mason »
Dorothea E. Ross. Muriel E. Swicker, V. Finnegan, South Berwick; Almon
Kinley: Arthur V. Rice Jr., Marble- Wye, Maiden, Mass • Kchardjiw
Ralph F. Tuller, Ruth E„ ,Ulrich,
Sutphen Fish, Bloomfield, N. J.; Es- head, Moss.; Athanasia G. Rizoulis, Winchester, Mass.: Dorothy!
v"era I. Vivian, Barbara A. White, ther L. Foster, Longmeadow, Mass.;
Mass.; ™0'
AuLurn; Donald A. Roberta, Phila- Fremingham.
Claire Wilson, Sybil E. Witham, Jane Paul E. Fournier, Gardner, Mass.; Eva
delphia, Pa.; Arthur E. Russell, tar- Young, Buzzards Bay, Mass
Woodbury.
O. Fowler, West Barrington, R. I.; uington.
Class of 1943: D. Graham Borden,
Kobert H. Gains, honkers, N. \.; AlNorman J. Boyan, Martha B. Burns,
Vaino J. Saari, Harrisvllle, N. H.;
bert D. Genetti, Bedford, Mass.; DanLouise A. Chambers, M. Yvonne iel W. Gibbs. Waltham, Mass.; Ed- Albert J. St. Denis, Forestville, Conn.;
Student to take orders for>*
Chase, Robert J. Cote, J. True Crosby,
mund H. Gibson, Watertown, Mass.; Edward H. Sasse, Philadelphia, Pa.; torn Tailored Clothes. S«^J
Edith W. Dahlgren, Roy P. Fairfleld,
Louise F. Glfford, Assonet, Mass.; John G. Sauter, Athol, Mass.; Marcia mestic and Imported fabr: -^
Arthur A. Fontaine, Catherine A. GlaWilliam E. Gilmour, Lewiston; Fran- B. Schaefer, Seymour, Conn.; Robert wanted weave, pattern and
zier, Harriett E. Gray, George S. Hamcis C. Gingras, Gardner, Mass.; Philip E. Schaffrath, Syracuse, N. Y.; John Large selection of high-5' ^
goods authentically styled re.
mond, George A. Kolstad, Priscilla
M. Goodrich, Gorham; Robert F. D. Scott, Lewiston; Sidney F. Sha- tomer's choice. No invest**
H. Kcndrick. Robert J. Martell, John
piro,
Maiden,
Mass.;
Alvin
W.
ShelGoodspeed, Wakefield, Mass.; John M.
plete sample equipment IM
IS. Marsh, Dorcthy P. Mauisby, Mary
Googin, Auburn; Alfred J. Gragnol-ti, don, Maiden, Mass.; W. Spauiding measuring instructions - ^
E. McGrail, Beatrice E. Packard, FreeWindsor Locks, Conn.; Donald C. Shaw Jr., Lewsiton; John V. Shea, necessary. Company guaraman L. Rawson Jr., Frances H. Kolfe,
Grant, Chelmsford, Mass.; Caroline Springfield, Mass.; Anthony Sgro, mer's satisfaction in tne
Valerie C. Saiving, Carl E. Steidel Jr.,
clothes. Excellent cona^
Gray, Auburn; Mary A. Gross, Bridge- Medford, Mass.; Edward R. Sher- bonus arrangement. Br^,
Arnold R. Stinchfleld.
blom,
Holden,
Mass.;
Cornelius
M.
port, Conn.; Paul Allen Gross, Everett,
big cities. Write fully •,!»*,;
Mass.; Rose M. Gross, Lewiston; Al- Sibley, Edgartown, Mass.; George E. COMPANY. 1921 Elm S.r«
bert Z. Guttenberg, Everett, Mass.; Silverman, Norwich, Conn.; Rita E. nati. Ohio.
David Haines, Somerville, Mass.; Edith Silvia, Lewiston; Virginia B. Simons,
[OnaaiwJ frtwa !*»■• 0»«1
SATISFIES
A. Hale, Bronxville, N. Y.; Robert C. Melrose, Mass.; Emll J. Siwiec, Lewtune and thankfulness when he sees
tiamblen, Westbrook; Joan R. Ham- iston; Florence E. Skinner, Dunellen,
how 'the other half is forced to live."
mond, Auburn; Shirley E. Hanburg, N. J.; Carl F . Smale, Lewiston; James
New York's Points
Newington, Conn.; Donald L. Harms, T. Small, Lewisto".: Donald M. Smart,
b tor
Of Interest Visited
Lewiston; Caroline L. Hawkes, York Lewiston; Dorothy W. Smith, LewisOn the lookout for interesting highVillage; Peter Hemmenway, Pelham ton; Elbert R. Smith, Wincnester,
BATES STFDB**
lights .n her fiel.' of physical educaManor, N. Y.; Arthur E. Higgins, New- Mass.; Franklin S. Smith, Swansea
tion, she was greatly impressed with
Mass.; Laurence P. Solomon, NewNew York's facilities for public recre- port, R. I.; Alice E. Hlnton, West
burgh, N. Y.; George Sommernitz,
Hartford,
Conn.;
Hope
A.
Hintz,
Cranation, the outstanding feature of which
ford, N. J.; Lynn C. Horton, Oneonta, New York City; Richard E. Sorenson,
was the Beth Pafre Park on Long IsDid you hear Larry
N. Y.; Harold E. Hoskin, Houlton; Portland; Alice F Spooner, Wilkinsland. This playground has a club
over the radio about our S»
Lois R. Howland, Auburn; Fayette M. burg, Pa.; Lena M. Sprague, Ausable
nouse, facilities for horseback riding,
. -iwrjl
Hoyt,
Walpole,
Mass.;
H.
Deane
Hoyt
Forks,
N.
Y.;
Charlotte
T.
Stachelek,
Suit. Ifs a knockout. a pcio field, tennis courts, and tnree
New Britain, Conn.; W. Douglas
golf courses among its attractions—all
terns to choose from. C°
cpen for public participation.
let us show you. Pricei
And so, after one-half a year of
stimulating and intensive work In one
of the country's foremost universities,
Dellcloni lee Cream
"Frofessor" has returned to our camNEW and USED TYPEWRITERS
Kow Beh« Sold at Your
pus, and to the friendly and personal
Portable Rentals - $3.00 mo.
BATES COLLEGE 8T0BE
atmosphere which is the keynote of
Ul MAIN ST. - Tel 1980 - LEWISTON
life at Bates.

AT THE THEATRES

Registration

Colorful, Warm

SHIRTS]

$3.98

POPULAR RECORDS

Seavey's

Community Plans Concert
Series Again This Tear

Draper's Bakery

,54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office Tel. 1115-M

CalT4040

Honors List

Pres. Gray Addresses
Con^ragational Ministers

Henry Nolin

SHORTTEE, REVERSIBLES, COATS

$12.95 & $15.00

BOSTONIAN SHOES
$7.85 - $8.75 - $10.50

Barnstone-Osgood

FLANDER'S

62 Court Street

Auburn Me.

DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE IH^T SATISFIES

i

Definitely Milder, Cooler-Smoking
decidedly Better-Tasting,
Chesterfield is one up on 'em all

MEN WANTED

Smokers say
that Chesterfield is the one completely

satisfying cigarette. Everybody who
tries 'em likes 'em. Chesterfield's
right combination of American and
Turkish tobaccos is the best that)
money can buy.

Do you smoke
the cigarette that

Prof. Walmsley

The College St"

HOOD'S

I College Stationery
Printed with "Seal, Name, etc.
HAMMERMIIX, BOND
100 Sheets - 60 Envelopes
BOX
Delivered
Cash with Order

$1.25

Service
P. O. BOX 802

-

AUBURN, ME. 11

Bob Wallace Agency

CRONIN & R°°]

127 Lisbon St. l**\
Sell Good Clot

Norris-Hayden

"Complete Banking Service

LAUNDRY

Lewiston Trust Co-

AUBUKS, ME.

TEL, nil

LEWISTON, MAINE

Agtal
JACK MORRIS '41

We Solicit the Business of Bates StudeDts

